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VIÑA TEMPRANA, GARNACHA  
2020, CAMPO DE BORJA, SP  $11/44 
Notes of raspberries, cherries, cranberries all  ripe and bursting  

with juiciness for an easy drinking fruity red

HACIENDA ARÍNZANO, TEMPRANILLO 
2018, PAGO DE ARÍNZANO, SP $14/$56
Soft, silky, with black fruit on the finish, notes of roasted coffee and licorice

ZUCCARDI, ‘SERIE A’, MALBEC 
2020, MENDOZA, AR $11/$44
Bright and juicy, this offering provides black and red fruit with earth and spice

GROCHAU CELLARS, ‘COMMUTER CUVÉE’, PINOT NOIR  
2019, WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OR  $15/$60
Sustainably farmed, with notes of dark cherry, ripe strawberries,  
cinnamon and a complex earthy finish

BODEGA CATENA ZAPATA, ‘AGRELO’, CABERNET SAUVIGNON  
2019, MENDOZA, AR $16/$64
Dark fruit bouquet with rich layers of cedar, leather and spice

QUINTA DA RAZA, WHITE BLEND 
2021, VINHO VERDE, PT $9/$36
Fresh, crisp and clean with notes of grapefruit and banana

L.A. CETTO, SAUVIGNON BLANC
2020, BAJA CALIFORNIA, MX $10/$40
This Mexican wine is grassy and tart with lingering  

notes of apricot and abundant minerality

TERRAZAS DE LOS ANDES, ‘ALTOS’, CHARDONNAY  
2020, VALLE DE UCO, MENDOZA, AR  $14/$56
Full bodied with flavors or dried apple, ripe citrus, guava, 

and lingering brioche on the finish

LAGAR DEL COSTA, ‘DOELAS’, ALBARIÑO  
2021, RÍAS BAIXAS, SP $14/$56
Unctuous minerality and lovely notes of lemon, kumquat  
and a bright floral nose

SANTA JULIA, BLANC DE BLANC, CHARDONNAY  
NV, MENDOZA, AR $10/$40
A lively bubbly with notes of pear, quince, orange peel and toast

MONT MARCAL, BRUT ROSADO, TREPAT  
2020, CAVA, SP $13/$52
Dark ruby with notes of cherries, ginger and nutmeg

BORSAO, GARNACHA
2021, CAMPO DE BORJA, SP $10/$40
Refreshing and loaded with cherry and raspberry flavors with just  
a hint of herbal aromas

LIQUID GEOGRAPHY, MENCÍA  
2020, BIERZO, SP  $13/$52
A lovely pale pink with fine florally, hints of wild strawberry,  
cherry and a refreshing finish

DOM DIOGO PADEIRO, AZAL 
2018, VINHO VERDE, PT $42
A touch of sweetness to balance lively acidity and a touch of effervescence

BODEGAS OSTATU, TEMPRANILLO/GARNACHA/VIURA
2020, RIOJA, SP $40
An extremely pretty, fresh, floral nose of strawberries, raspberries,  

and dried herbs leads into a l ight, delicate, mouthwatering acidity 

MAS DE DAUMAS GASSAC, ‘GUILHEM’, GRENACHE/CARIGNAN/SYRAH
2018, VIN DE PAYS DE L’HÉRAULT, FR (MAGNUM) $60
Twice the amount of fun! Dry with a l ingering mineral finish and notes of  
apricot and cherry

J.K. CARRIERE, ‘GLASS’, PINOT NOIR
2020, WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OR $62
Pale with notes of l ime zest and melon, it  explodes with acid and minerality

DOMAINE OTT, ‘CHÂTEAU DE SELLE’,  
GRENACHE/CINSAULT/SYRAH/CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
2018, CÔTES DE PROVENCE, FR $97
One can almost picture themselves on the beautiful Côte d’Azur while sipping  
on this beautiful, classic Provencal rosé

DOMAINE TEMPIER, MOURVÈDRE/GRENACHE/CINSAULT  $102
2018, BANDOL, FR
Silky and seamless, with fresh and elegant notes of ripe peach, watermelon  
and gooseberry. Mineral on the finish with a lovely spice fragrance

SCARPETTA, GLERA
2020, PROSECCO, IT $48
Honeysuckle and green apple highlighted with notes of melon and hazelnut

GRAMONA, ‘IMPERIAL’, XAREL-LO/MACABEO/CHARDONNAY 
2018, SANT SADURNÍ D’ANOIA, SP $62
Lemon, pear and honeysuckle balanced with bracing acidity and richness

SCHRAMSBERG VINEYARDS, BLANC DE BLANCS, CHARDONNAY
2018, NORTH COAST, CA $86
Traditional Champagne method sparkling from the US showing  
great complexity and minerality

VEUVE CLICQUOT, BRUT RÉSERVE, PINOT NOIR/PINOT MEUNIER  
NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $159
The classic yellow label, driven by citrus fruit and the complex structure  
of Pinot Noir

LOUIS ROEDERER, ‘CRISTAL’, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR 
2013, CHAMPAGNE, FR $480
Grapes are hand-picked, then carefully blended and aged for a perfect aroma  

and taste. Created in 1876 for the Tsar Alexander II  of Russia it  features a long,  

impeccable finish

RAVENTOS I BLANC, ‘DE NIT,’ BRUT ROSÉ, XAREL-LO/MACABEO/MONASTRELL
2020, CONCA DEL RIU ANOIA, SP  $62
A very dry rosé made from old vines with great elegance, minerality and charm

GOSSET, BRUT ROSÉ, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR  
NV, CHARDONNAY, FR  $122
Complex and mineral, with juicy notes of tangerine, raspberry and white pepper

BILLECART SALMON, BRUT ROSÉ, CHARDONNAY/PINOT  $158
NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR
Soft and supple with complex minerality and bright acidity, f inished by 

a lovely strawberry shortcake note
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PAVILLON DE CHAVANNES, ‘CUVÉE DE AMBASSADES,’ CÔTE DE BROUILLY, GAMAY
2020, BEAUJOLAIS, BURGUNDY, FR $58
Historic property making lovely balanced Gamay with great power and rusticity 

BODEGA CHACRA, RIO NEGRO, ‘BARDA’, PINOT NOIR
2019, PATAGONIA, AR $60
A concentrated pinot noir with nice minerality and flavors of red plum and dried raspberry

MICHEL MAGNIEN, ‘SEUVRÉES’, PINOT NOIR
2020, GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN, BURGUNDY, FR $148
A 5th generation winemaker, Magnien provides a seductive, expressive Burgundy  
with a tight mineral core and rich spice 

MERKIN CELLARS, ‘CHUPACABRA’, GRENACHE/MOUVÈDRE/SYRAH
2020, WILLCOX, ARIZONA $54
A shape shifting blend, chupacabra is enticing with scents of campfire, leather  
and dried apricots 

BOIS DE BOURSAN, ‘TRADITION’, GRENACHE/MOUVÈDRE/SYRAH
2019, CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE, RHONE, FR $89
Soft tannins and good acidity balanced with rich black cherry and roasted game

R. LOPEZ DE HEREDIA, ‘VIÑA TONDONIA’ RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO
2009, RIOJA, SP $95
Old school classic. Tart, spicy and earthy

BODEGAS ÁSTER, ‘FINCA EL OTERO’, TEMPRANILLO 
2016, RIBERA DEL DUERO, SP $98
Bold spice and ripe fruit, for a juicy, rich and dark Tempranillo with hints  
of buttered toast

CHÂTEAU BEAU-SITE, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, MERLOT
2016, ST. ESTÈPHE, BORDEAUX, FR $108
Complex aromas of tobacco leaf, leather and blackcurrant.  The palate is savory  
and herbal with an earthy minerality and hints of smoke

BICHI WINES, ‘LISTAN’, MISIÓN
2017, TECATE, MX $60
Biodynamically farmed and vinified with minimal intervention. An enjoyable
expression with notes of peppery red fruits, and refreshing briny acidity

ARAUCANO, ‘RESERVA’, CARMÉNÈRE
2020, CENTRAL VALLEY, CL $42
Concentrated nose of l iquorice and blackcurrant with a minty freshness.  
Round and soft on the palate. Aged for ten months in French oak for subtle spice

CHAPPELLET, ‘MOUNTAIN CUVÉE’, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
2019, NAPA VALLEY, CA $82
Cabernet blend aged on new and used oak, adding richness to the layers of plush,
ripe blackberry, plum fruits, cedar and smoke

RAMEY CELLARS, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
2015, NAPA VALLEY, CA $141
Features a dense core of cherry paste and plum fruit, laced with a range 

of blood orange, plum pit, gril led savory and chalk notes.

BACIO DIVINO CELLARS, ‘JANZEN’, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
2013, NAPA VALLEY, CA $168
Blackberry and black currant aromas with spice and walnut undertones.  
Full  body, yet reserved and silky with fine tannins and a medium finish 

ROBERT BIALE, ‘BLACK CHICKEN’, ZINFANDEL
2020,  NAPA VALLEY, CA $92
From a long time Napa Zin producer, the wine shows raspberries, 
dried leather, juicy cherries and a bold palate

BODEGAS SALENTIN, ‘SAN PABLO VINEYARD’, MALBEC 
2015, UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, AR $122
Fermented and aged in new French Oak, this single vineyard, high elevation
Malbec is intense and complex with notes of black plums, violets, f igs
and silky tannins

ELIAS MORA, ‘CRIANZA’, TINTA DE TORO
2016, TORO, SP   $76
Victoria Benavides focuses exclusively on the native clone of Tempranillo
for a ripe, plush wine with a meaty nose and powerful tannins

BODEGA NUMANTHIA, TEMPRANILLO
2015, TORO, SP $118
Rich with bright berry and tangerine flavors mingling with currant, cocoa
and toasty notes. Well-integrated tannins and fine acidity support the plush texture

ADEGA EIDOS, ‘CONTRAAPAREDE’, ALBARIÑO
2020, RÍAS BAIXAS, SP $74
A complex nose with aromas of quince and yeast. A serious wine with restraint,  
balance and integrated acidity

CVNE, ‘MONOPOLE CLÁSICO’, VIURA/MANZANILLA
2018, RIOJA, SP $58
Viura finished with Manzanilla sherry for a unique marriage of sea breeze,  
pineapple and pear

NAUTILUS, ‘PRIVATE BIN’, SAUVIGNON BLANC 
2020, MARLBOROUGH, NZ $43
Fresh guava, grapefruit and lively jalapeño for a very quaffable sipper

ALPHONSE MELLOT, ‘LA MOUSSIERE’ SAUVIGNON BLANC 
2020, SANCERRE, FR $72
Fresh apple and orange blossom give way to a serious wine from  
the famous Kimmeridgian soil  of Sancerre

BODEGAS HERMANOS DEL VILLAR, ‘ORO DE CASTILLA’, VERDEJO
2020, RUEDA, SP $46
Aromas of Meyer lemon and green apple are accented by suggestions of
chalky minerals and sea salt. Dry and racy on the palate

M.O.B., ‘BRANCO’, ENCRUZADO/BICAL 
2020, DÃO, BEIRAS, PT $62
A beautiful golden color with a nose of fl int and minerality, arising among  
white fruit and flowery aromas

LOS ASTRALES, GODELLO
2011, VALDEORRAS, SP $120
Expansive aromas of poached pear, melon and minerals carry a floral overtone  
and hints of buttered toast

ANIMA NEGRA, ‘QUIBIA’, CALLER/PREMSAL
2020, MALLORCA, SP $40
Aromas of white peach, sea brine and jasmine with a palate of silky  
olive oil  and anjou pear

HERÈNCIA ALTÉS, ‘LA SERRA BLANC’,  GARNATXA BLANCA 
2017, TERRA ALTA, SP $63
Low-yielding vines planted on chalky and sandy limestone soils,  
aged in foudre for a dense expression of the variety

WINE AND SOUL, ‘GURU’, WHITE BLEND
2020, DUORO, PT $89
An elegant wine exhibiting grapefruit and mineral aromas with flavors warmed  
by oak contact

FINCA ALLENDE, VIURA/ALARJE 
2015, RIOJA, SP $72
Bold flavors of vanilla, mango, pineapple and peach with hints  

of warm toasty oak and a nice bracing acidity. 

ENVÍNATE, ‘PALO BLANCO’, LISTAN BLANCO
2017, TENERIFE, CANARY ISLANDS, SP $82
The combination of altitude, climate and volcanic soils create a wine with
extraordinary character and texture: saline, tart, herbal, mineral and complex

BARBOURSVILLE VINEYARDS, “RESERVE”, VIOGNIER  
2020, MONTICELLO, VA  $54 
Aromas of juicy pear, graham cracker, buttercream, and a hint of 

orange blossom with a satiny, vibrant, l ight-to-medium body 

LOUIS MICHEL ‘SECHETS PREMIER CRU’ CHARDONNAY
2020, CHABLIS, FR $72
Impeccably balanced with complex mineraltiy and notes of golden apricot,
Meyer lemon and a hint of briocheEN

MORGAN, ‘DOUBLE L’, CHARDONNAY
2018, SANTA LUCIA HIGHLANDS, CA $66
Ocean fog provides nighttime cooling, bringing balance to the richness of spice

and ripe, tropical fruit

CATENA ZAPATA, ‘WHITE STONES ADRIANNA VINEYARD’, CHARDONNAY
2013, MENDOZA, AR $163
Named for the white, oval stones beneath the vines, this is Mendoza’s most  
luxurious expression of the Chardonnay grape

NICKEL & NICKEL, ‘TRUCHARD VINEYARD’, CHARDONNAY
2020, CARNEROS, CA $148
The Truchard Vineyard benefits from beautiful sun exposure and a cooling night fog,  
creating tension of ripe pineapple and bold spice
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